
SUGGESTIONS ON MAJOR ISSUES

of

PLANNING UNIVERSITY AT BOCA RATON

1. What should be the role of a new university in the Florida System of

Higher Education?

Suggestions:

a. The role should be to complement and supplement the Florida

System.

b. Especially to serve the constituencies of the local region.

c. Emphasize and provide leadership in excellence of teaching

and learning.

d. Provide especially needed graduate. career and professional

training, as needed, and to develop these advance levels of

education gradually and soupdly given time and necessary resources.

e. The institution shuuld have a role of emphasizing excellence in its

special atterns of educational programs with excellence of standards

and performances being compared on at least a nationwide basis.

Z. Is the concept of an upper division undergraduate- graduate program sound and

feasible?

The university should be planned and developed as the caps ntt>f the system

including centrally the regional junior colleges but also other cooperating
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"feeder II institutions in the State. Curricula of cooperating institutions

must be designed to interrelate and provide continuity of patterns of

work for all students. Those transferring should have a brief orienta-

tion period for the new programs which emphasize independent-irter-

dependent study (see Pyramid Plan attached) similar to that given the

selected freshtnen during the first summer term. There should be con-

siderable overlap and integration of upper division work and graduate

work especially over the masters level.

The plan will be feasible if strong support and encouragement is

given to supporting junior college students.

3. To what extent should graduate work be envisaged?

Design and build graduate division work area b area: a. To supplement

and not duplicate resources provided in other Florida institutions.

b. Build graduate division work with and around competent faculty

members. c. Select areas to be developed where there are critical

needs for this level of training. d. Encourage interinstitutional co-

operation, and scheduled periods of study by students, of several

"", P7kt ._~"''''
competent graduate divisions. Provide for values of "itinerant scholars"

"somewhat like the European universities. Why should a graduate student
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have all of his work at one institution! Arrange for inter-instituti:mal

graduate student exchanges.

Develop a method and procedure for matching graduate students

to the resources and characteristics of the several branches of the

Florida University System.. (1 have a plan for this).

4. Should all lower level instruction be allocated to the junior colleges?

1 approve of the X nwnber - 800 -1200 - selected freshmen and sopho

mores. 1 would grant a certificate of achievement at the end of the

sophomore year or program and, thus, provide an honorable exit

for those students who need and wish to leave the institution, particularly

girls who may be prepared for their careers, but also all those who do

not wish or are not prepared for the distinctively Inore rigorous work

on the "upper" division level. (Why not use the terms First Division

for freshmen and sophomores, Second Division for juniors and seniors,

Third Division for m.asters levels and Fourth Division for doctorate

level ?)

The answer to Question 4 is no.
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5. What practical difficulties are likely to arise in the development and

operation of a junior college-university program?

a. Difficulty of integrated and coordinated planning and operation,

e. g., work- study program planning for students.

b. Incompatabilities among faculties with sharp superiority gradients

toward the university faculty members. There will be the need

to emphasize constantly that levels of teaching are differentiated

but all levels are important. Recognition must be equitably

distributed. There should be established in all faculties a

reasonably com.mon philosophy and value system for education.

Programs of mutual aid and exchange should B developed and

operated. Members of junior colleges should share and participate

in unusual cultural advantages of the university, e. g., library and

learning resources, artist programs, etc. Avoid inter-institutional

athletics with junior colleges. Arrange joint conferences f~)r students
r

and faculty members. Set up basic "courses" distributed by tele-

vision and radio for university and junior colleges. Encourage ex-

ceptional teachers in junior colleges to help develop and program these

basic study programs.
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6. What difficulties are students likely to encounter in transferring credits

to and from this institution?

Put students on their merits. The academic assessm.ent methods.

procedures and results of the university should be so superior and

so well validated as to be completely acceptable as records by other

institutions. At an early date, pose this problem for discussion and

agreements for m.ost institutions to which students may transfer.

Get concurrence before rather than after the fact.

7. The place of a learning laboratory; can and should learning laboratories

be established in each of the cooperating junior colleges?

Branches of the Learning Resources Center could and should be

established at the junior colleges. Resources could be exchanged in

the manner of inter-library loans. Junior colleges students should be

encouraged to come to the Main Center for full days of study and for

preparing papers and theses. Many resources of the Center will be

distributed to junior colleges by television and radio. Academically

inclined junior college students should develop identification with the

II .1
Learning Resources Center. e. g .• come to say our center. etc.
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8. Should " centers ll and lIinstitutes ll be distinct educational units correspond

ing to tlcolleges" or "divisions 1" How should they be related to the

learning laboratory 1

Use term Academic Cent er of Science, etc., abandon concept of

"institute" but use term of program, and integrate with and across

academic areas of concent<ration.

9. How many and what "centers" and "institutions" shalld be established

initially 1

Establish 4 Academic Centers - no institutions. Functions of the

latter including programs focused on practical problem areas should

be built around people and resources on an inter academic areas

basis. Set up projects and form appropriate teams and task forces

to execute the projects.

10. Is the program of general education soundly conceived 1 In what respects,

if any, should it be modified or expanded 1

Hold to strong general education program. Permit trial speciali

zation by students at any time during college career but at an increas

ing frequency as student progresses through the full college program.

Put special strength and emphasis on solid core of expanding- broadening 

general education on junior and sattior years.
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Avoid delusion that all graduate work is specialized. Determine

advanced general education needs and opportunities for Third and

Fourth Division graduate levels. Arrange appropriate learning re-

sources and high level "large group" instruction (only possible when

divisions have grown but should also include wide faculty participation).

Suggested general education programs of teaching and study:

Freshmen: 1. Biological or Life Sciences.

Sophomore: Z. Arts and Humanities

Junior: 3. Physical Sciences and Math.

Senior: 4. Social Scineces - International Relations.

Combine with John Ivey great ideas concepts - also, the areas need

not be sequential; freshm.en and sophomores should be able to take

either I or Z. sophomores and juniors 1 or 3, etc. Avoid lock- step

procedures generally as much as possible.

The most important general education work could be an integrating

caps n . e of study for seniors. with both depth and breadth. A real,

challenge with plenty of "toP". as they say in testing. A thorough

masterful organization of integrating concepts, ideas, hypothesis, and

viewpoints. e. g., evolution, theory of cycles of history. etc.• oriented
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authoritatively toward contemporary problems.

11. Is there sufficient flexibility in the program to permit students to

demonstrate educational progress without conforming to time-serving

patterns?

The general proposals for flexibility must be v.o rked out in detail.

I would begin to build in flexibility by providing for variability of:

1. The number of terms over the college career years that a

student would spend in earning the B. S. or B. A. degrees.

Given 4 terms per year, this variability could range from

14 quarter terms to 20.

2. I would permit variability of work loads adjusted to students

Dlaturity, motivation and abilities - both special and general.

3. I would schedule students in patterns of college career terms,

arrange for almost continuous year around study for some and

completion of B. S. or B. A. in three years. For others, I would

provide a patter of terms extending over 5 years. Most students

would complete the work reaching defined academic standards

in 4 years.
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4. I would include in these term plans or schedules for students,

planned work and study experiences off campus in businesses

and industries, institutions and government services, in the U. S. and

abroad, in field studies and laboratories, etc. I would use the

"whole wide world" appropriately and relevantly to provide

learning opportunities for students. Students can go to learning

resources just as these can be brought to student 8. These off

campus experiences for learning languages, sociology, anthro

pology, government, sciences, arts, etc. must be an integral

part of the educative processes appropriately arranged and

scheduled on an individual need and competence basis.

Centers could be arranged for and shared with other universities in

foreign countries, especially Latin America.

12. What provisions should be made for integrative educational experience at

the upper division level?

This has been covered in several places. John's proposal of elections

and assignments to Academic Centers, the general education core and

the task forces or teams of faculty and students working on research and

development projects for social change would all have integrative effects.
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Common access and exchanges in the Learning Resources Center

would likewise provide cohesion. Furthermore. there should be all

university lecture series, art and music programs. programs in

public af£airs and govermnent which all students could share and

which should give some core of intellectual concern for students and

faculties.

13. What are the most favorable arrangements for instruction by television?

This question should have the attention of a special task force

meeting for an extra day either before or after the next meeting

of the Advisory Group. In general. television should be used in

combination of patterns of other methods of instruction to:

1. Provide high quality instruction whenever and wherever

needed.

2. In connection with films, video tapes, graphics. sound tapes.

etc.• to make useof learning resources developed both else

where and on campus.

3. Be a principal medium of instruction when and where this

is appropriate, e.g.. to distribute and present superior

lectures in history, political science. etc. and lecture de

monstrations over the whole ranges of the sciences.
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4. Bridge the gap for commuting and residence students.

5. Repeat instructional materials to accentuate learning and

to raise student achievements to higher levels of mastery.

6. Enrich the university and conununity learning environment

by providing high quality and broad programs of an in-

tellectual and cultural nature.

7. Provide controlled learning programs in basic subjects

like English, Mathematics. Speech, Study and Learning

Skills, etc.

Physical arrangements in the Learning Resources Center should

provide for:

1. Video tape, sound tape, film. and graphics production centers.

2. Origination centers for simultaneously transmitting "live"

or by video tape up to six programs of instruction.

3. There should be space and facilities for receiving and ordered

storing of instructional materials and services for readily

accessible to faculties and stude~aswell as state wide and

nation wide distribution.
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4. All classrooms and dormitories as well as nearby places

where programs will be needed, e. g. , junior colleges

or com.munity study centers, should be provided with

a network of video - - audio cables. Also, there should

be facilities for 3 or 4 broadcast channels - limited range

and wave guide translators - for use in blanketing the area

lat will. II

5. All classrooms, study centers and dormitory rooms should

be equipped with video and audio reception apparatus -

new arrangements will be required, e. g., dual student

dormitory rooms will need two television picture tubes 

wall mounted, headsets and radio receivers. Dormitory

lounges should have TV receivers.

Maximum emphasis should be put on selection and procurement and

the production of high quality instructional programs for TV and radio.

Learning (IlLanguage lt ) Laboratory procedures should be extended and

made more accessible to students by ingeniously connecting them with

TV and radio. (We at Penn State are working on procedures for doing

this).

Plan for uses of TV as a part of a total strategy for using the "new"

electronic media and use each appropriately. Donlt get fixated on any

one of theml
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14. Are the proposed teaching and learning procedures supported by established

theories of learning?

This is a complex subject. The following are over condensed guiding

statements.

1. The task of education is to provide optimum (or the most

favorable possible) learning opportunities for students.

2. The main objective of an educational enterprise is to increase

the intensity of the interactions of students with materials to

be learned.

3. Teaching is one means of instigating learning; teaching is a

means and not an end in itself; hence, teaching should be

properly conducted. subordinated or emphasized, in the

whole system of learning activities and learning opportunities

and resources.

4. For learning to occur, students must be motivated to learn.

5. For learning to occur at any level, students must be adequately

prepared at subsequent levels.
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6. Of all conditions affecting learning, the abilities of

students correlate most highly with rate and extent of

learning.

7. Learning to learn or the intelligent management of learning

activities is fundamental and when accomplished gives great

leverage to other learning efforts.

8. Students must learn to learn under a wide range of conditions.
~

9. Formal intensive training is required for independent or

interdependent (small group) study.

10. The learning environment should give students reasonable

protection from distractions and interferences which affect

learning negatively.

11. The "value systems II and "social normsl! of students must

postively reinforce learning and not block. degrade or be

antagonistic to solid academic achievements.

12. Clearly understood personal purposes and goals for careers

and professional developm.ent facilitate learning. Students

should be encouraged to commit themselves, even on trial

basis, to academic and professionally related areas of

academic work.
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13. Effective learning is hard work and requires prolonged

intensive effort; hence, there should be development of

expectancies of much effort but with satisfactions of real

achievements. Distinctions should be made between real

achievement and intellectual-personal growth and the

pseudo-symbols of such growth, e. g., grades, credits,

degrees. etc.

14. Students who understand that learning is a life-long matter,

that continuous learning is necessary in a changing society,

are most likely to reach highest levels of development.

15. The students' acceptance of responsibilities for learning

provides a most favorable condition for achievement. This

opposes the Ilscapegoatingll of students who blame failures

on teachers', the system, parents or instructional materials

and methods.

16. A great deal of learning can be made to occur as a function

of the interchange among students themselves. Students

learn from and teach each other and conditions should be

arranged to maximize the effects of student interactions on

academic achievement and personal development.
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15. What conditions will be necessary to attract qualified faculty members?

1. Find the men you want and need.-
2. Pay competitive salaries.

3. Provide appealing challenges and opportunities for capable, but

displaced and frustrated faculty members in other universities.

4. Appeal to those who will respond to risks for high gains.

5. Provide unusually favorable living and working conditions.

6. Provide a continuing program for faculty development.

7. Write clear descriptions of performance expectancies.

8. Design and use a system of facutly-rank structure which properly

evaluates teaching, research and services either singly or in

agreed to combinations.

9. Develop a vigorous program. of recruiting, training and employing

faculty members on a Florida System basis. Grow your~ people

and export~ than you import. This can be done and it is not

being done in any state of the Union.



10. Provide faculty members with what they need to do their jobs - 

offices, teaching materials, secretarial services, testing services.

ideal classrooms and conference rooms. Arrange for application

of "teaching team-learning team ll approach. Expect faculty me:n:b ers

to work fittingly in the area of their competencies. Protect them

from routine demanding busy work.

11. Establish favorable faculty-administrative relationships.

12. Challenge faculty members to help build a distinctive university

with a supporting cultural-intellectual climate. Avoid the industry

business images of a university. Develop a university which is

human, bas a heart and a place where meritorious men are

respected and can live dignified lives. Avoid concept or perception

of faculty members as "employees." Provide opportunities for

earning and maintaining academic-professional status. Th, provide

due recognition of status and merit. Provide the symbols and pro

cedures appropriate to earned recognition and status. In sh ort,

make it worthwhile for a man to strive to be a distinguished full

professor.
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16. How can commuting students be brought into full and effective participation

in the intellectual and social life of the caDlpus?

Dealt with elsewhere.

17. What are the Dlajor hazards involved in launching a prograDl of this kind?

What are its chief merits?

1. The problem of starting froDl scratch and building a tradition.

2. Need for adequate funds; it will cost more than we estimate and Dlore

than the State will believe that it can afford.

3. Appointing the right key people, the beginning core staff and key

faculty members.

4. Appropriately scheduling sequential developments - a tough job 

we might use linear programming for this.

5. Determining the needs for the university based on demographic and

other analyses of the people and the region - - Hwnan re sources

analyses - -

6. Coordination with other educational institutions.

7. Attracting and appointing the right kinds of faculty members and

adIninistrators.

8. Preparing a workable blue print for the university in too short time.
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